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When the ideas within paragraphs link well together we say the 
paragraph has cohesion. You can think of cohesion like glue holding 
the text together. You can connect ideas in separate sentences by 
using connecting adverbs.

Read the information and highlight the connecting adverbs / adverbials.
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1. Wearing Uniform

Many schools have a rule that children wear school uniform. Some 
children and parents are quite happy to follow these rules, but others 
disagree. Wearing school uniform means that nobody looks smarter 
or more fashionable than anybody else. Also, having to wear a school 
uniform prevents children from asking for expensive fashionable 
clothes.  However, children cannot show that they are individuals 
if they are all dressed alike. Furthermore, children grow quickly, so 
wearing a uniform means that they don’t get the wear out of their 
ordinary clothes. In conclusion, there are many reasons both for and 
against wearing school uniform. It is important, whatever is decided, 
that every child feels comfortable with what they are wearing.
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1. Wearing Uniform

Many schools have a rule that children wear school uniform. Some 
children and parents are quite happy to follow these rules, but others 
disagree. On one side, wearing school uniform means that nobody 
looks smarter or more fashionable than anybody else. Also, having 
to wear a school uniform prevents children from asking for expensive 
fashionable clothes. Children, however, cannot show that they are 
individuals if they are all dressed alike. Furthermore, children grow 
quickly, so wearing a uniform means that they don’t get the wear out 
of their ordinary clothes. In conclusion, there are many reasons both 
for and against wearing school uniform. It is important, whatever 
is decided, that every child feels comfortable with what they  
are wearing.
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